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From time to time over the past year or two my colleagues and I had quite

often said how useful we felt it would be if a conference could be arranged of

Port Managers in Africa, so that we would have the opportunity to discuss our

objectives and how we are seeking to achieve these; from time to time we have

had to take important decisions,, especially) for example, when undertaking

tariff reviews, or when ordering major new equipment and so on* We have had

to make our decisions in isolation and although we hope and believe that they

are proving well judged, it is certain that port managements have many common

problems and common decisions to take, and it will surely be beneficial if

there can be an effective machinery for exchange of information and exchange

of views between port managements on a day to day basis.

Against this background of welcoming the idea of a major, searching,

comprehensive conference of port operators it was with especial pleasure that

I learned that not only would this conference be held, but it would also be

held in Sierra Leone, in Freetown, I consider this to be both a great responsi

bility and a great opportunity., I can also assure you that this conference is

welcomed not only by those of us directly concerned with port operations, but

by the whole Government and people of this country. It happens that for very

many years there has been a strong maritime, tradition in this country, and this

is not surprising when you consider our geographic situation and our tremendous

natural advantage of possessing one of the world's finest and most beautiful

natural harbours and for many years Sierra Leone seamen have sailed the seven

seas and we hope that in the y ears to come their numbers will steadily increase,

\J The views expressed by the -author are entirely personal and should in no
way be interpreted as the views of the Sierra Leone Ports Authority, of

which he is General Manager.
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o*f 1S telptvl to all who arc concerned with the
of our Ports Authority for it means that there is general public

awareness of the vital part which is played by sea communications in the

tt \l\ f hQ countryl ^ that ^ efficient port is a vital link in
the whole cham of sea communications: when we seek to improve the working
of the Port in any way we can be sure of general public interest, under
standing and support: this tends to make it easier for us to adopt forward-
looking policies and at the same time increases our responsibilities, for
when Government and the public show confidence in our port administration
we must be very careful to ensure that that confidence is never misplaced*

I do not propose to speak at length on this occasion, but I think it is
appropriate that I should tell you something of the Sierra Leone Ports Authority,
especially as during the course of this Conference you vail be visiting the Port
and its installations: I will mention briefly some areas in which I think we
have done quite well, and also what we consider to be some of our problems, for
it would be unrealistic to suggest that any human organization encounters nothing
Dut plain sailing. Like everyone else we have some problems and some inhibiting
factors which tend to limit progress, and I expect that the majority who are
listening to me now will recognize that matters which I mention here are matters
to which they also have to give constant attention. Indeed, I am sure that a
large part of the value of this Conference will be the opportunity which it will
give to turn the spotlight of our attention to one important subject after another,
so that many different ideas and approaches will be examined in turn and by the
time the Conference ends we may hopefully find that in a number of areas we are
in agreement as to what should be done, whilst in others we may recognize that
there are reasonable alternative courses of action, and we are more aware of the
different techniques'available to help us to choose what is likely to be the i
most favouraLle of the alternatives in our own particular circumstances. In some
cases, no doubt, we will find ourselves able to see what has appeared to be a
difficulty from a completely fresh angle and viewpoint, so that we can tackle
it more constructively in the future.

The Sierra Leone Ports Authority was created by Statute, and it is governed
by the Ports Act, 1964; it came into being on 1st January 1965. Before that
date the port had operated as a government department and also with the General
Manager of the Railways as its chief executive. We have no doubt, looking back,
that it was a very happy and wise decision to make the port autonomous: the
interests of a railway and of a port have much in common, but they often diverge
sharply, including when major decisions are required with respect to capital
investment. We believe that it is right in principle that the senior management
of a port should net try to serve two masters: it is quite enough for it to
oonceritrate on achieving the highest possible standards for the port. Again,
looking back at the past records of the port, when it was a department of Govern
ment (and it should be mentioned that at this period it was a colonial form of
Government) there was totally inadequate costing, and facilities were provided,
and services performed, which bore no relation to their true costs: low tariffs
remained unchanged year after year. This, therefore, was the situation which
existed when the Ports Authority came into being, with its own Board of Directors
responsible for policy, and its own management responsible for the efficient run

ning of the Authority to the Board which, itself, is responsible to the Minister

of Transport and Communications and thus to Government, which is, of course, the
owner of the Authority.
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We consider ourselves fortunate that the Ports Act and the directives which

the Authority has received put emphasis on the need to operate on a proper com
mercial basis, for although we consider that, in fact, we have been far from

achieving this ideal - and this is one of our problems - this mandate sets a
clear target and goal for the Board and for Management- We know clearly the

direction in which we must move, and can apply many objective tests from time
to time to check that we have not gone too far off course, and how far we have
travelled.

At this point it may be appropriate to state what we believe our position

and our objectives to be. Sierra Leone, in common with all countries in Africa,

depends for the maintenance and improvement of its standards of living on effi

cient sea transport at the lowest possible economic cost. Speaking personally,

I, as a former ships captain, as well as a port manager, am apprehensive at the
extent to which African countries are dependent on shipping services provided
in largest part by shipowners from outside Africa, since it could happen that

at any time, from considerations of commercial profit and without reference to
the needs of the countries served a particular service could be discontinued, or
freight rates prohibitively increased. I am convinced that there must be sus

tained efforts to ensure that African countries are more self reliant and self
supporting in the establishment of more African owned and operated shipping .

services, and I believe that this is an area in which the United Nations and its

Agencies are already offering effective help and guidance, and will be able to
offer even more in the future. But this is a short but important digression,

and for the rest of this address I will deal only with the viewpoint of a port
operator.

Every link in the chain of sea transportation of cargo shares a common
interest in ensuring that every stage of the transportation of cargo from its

point of origin to the point of final delivery is performed at the highest
possible level of efficiency, taking every aspect of costs into account, Only

in this way can there be any hope of keeping freight rates reasonably stable,

irrespective of who owns and operates the ships (except that a national shipping
line might maintain stable freight rates through subsidies but this introduces
distortions and the use of subsidies to conceal inefficiency is never satisfactory:

it leads to unnecessarily high taxation and diversion of resources from more
productive employment), A major port obviously plays a vital role in,sea trans
portation of-cargo of every kind- bulk as well as general cargo, and general cargo

whether handled in individual packages or, as it is now being handled increasingly,

as unit loads, or in containers. The management of our Ports Authority considers
its.main duty to be to ensure that import and export cargo passes through the port
as quickly as possible with maximum security, and precautions against damage, and

so that ships do not incur berthing delays and, once alongside, discharge or load

at steadily improving rates, and all this in conjunction with reasonable yet

realistic tariffs, so that the Authority is able to finance from its own resources

the capital equipment which it requires: at the same time the Authority seeks
to be considered a good and enlightened employer, offering good conditions and
prospects and further training opportunities to employees who appear likely to

benefit and, not least, to earn an adequate but not excessive return on the capital
employed, for the benefit of its owners, namely, Government and the whole community,
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When we try to assess our progress towards the achievement of our object
ives we observe the degree to which the present is governed and restricted by

the past (and this emphasizes^ if emphasis is needed, how important it is when
taking major decisions, which will have consequences extending far into the
future, to exercise the utmost care and judgement before taking final decisions).

In the case of our own Authority, looking back, v/e believe that in the

early days there was serious failure to recognize the importance of good senior

management and this resulted in general lack of control, waste and other obvious

types of abuse which you always expect to find in conjunction with weak manage
ment. The Authority also inherited an unrealistic tariff structure, so that

from 1st January 1965 until about March 1968 losses were steadily incurred.

Naturally Government always had heavy claims upon its Own revenues; so that it

could not readily come to the aid of the Authority by purchasing much needed

capital equipment for it. Fortunately, the Board had commercially minded

members and the need for a new tariff was recognized, and this came into effect

in February 1968O From that moment onwards the financial strength of the

Authority has tended to improvet and we are firmly of the view that without

reasonable financial strength and stability a Ports Authority can never hope

to become really self reliant and effective. Clearly, in Africa now, and for

many years to come, the development programmes of Governments plus the recurrent

budget commitments will mean that capital must be severely rationed. A Ports

Authority will obviously have much more control over its own destinies and rate

of progress if, without abusing any monopoly powers, and subject to full account

ability to Government and port users, it sets its tariffs at realistic and

adequate levels, exercises firm control over expenditure, and thus regularly

achieves a profit, which is sufficient for it to purchase and operate the modern .

capital equipment which it requires* . '

Furthermore, prior to the Spring of 1970, the Port of Freetown had only

two quays for ocean going cargo liners, and because of the steadily increasing

cargoes to be handled, ships often had to wait between two to five days for a

berth. However, early in 1970, the new Quay Extension came into operation, so ■"

that there are how six general cargo berths} and much increased transit shed

and open storage accommodation,. Obviously, the cost of this Extension was very

heavy indeed, and those concerned with the port management promptly and properly

recognized that these vastly improved facilities had to be paid for, but, fortunate

ly, it could be considered on this occasion that an increase in our port tariffs

was not inconsistent with a reduction in overall real costs - in brief, we believe

that the savings to the shipowners through the virtual total elimination of ship

berthing delays outweighed the additional charges raised against them under our

new revised tariff which came into effect on 1st August 1970 (and which has not

been increased since then although it has been reviewed annually)* This new

Quay Extension has without question much increased the efficiency of the port

and the service it provides for all port users. However, one consequence of the

poor financial position of the Authority in its earliest days was that since

money was not available, essential capital equipment could not be ordered. This

was indeed, at that time a vicious circle, inefficiency breeding further

inefficiency and frustration and criticism on all sides*
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The improved financial position has permitted necessary equipment to be

ordered, including, on credit terms, such major items as two new ocean going

tugs and three large ferries but, unfortunately, we have had to order so much

all at once, and at a time when escalating inflation overseas means that prices

now are far higher than they would have been if we could have placed some of

our orders, just two or three years earlier. So although the monthly accounts

which we produce appear to show quite a satisfactory picture, nanagement is

constantly aware of the substantial cash sums which we must tender over the

next eight to ten years to meet the instalments on our major capital purchases-

I am sure that this is a problem which many port managers here will be familiar

with: we at least have the satisfaction of knowing that when the two new tugs

and the third new ferry arrive, all being well we will be well supplied with

equipment of this type for the next few years ahead,

The weakness of the first management of the Authority has led to another

consequence which might not be recognized except by persons who have been

closely associated with the working of the .Authority since it first came into

being. Briefly, in the early days it was so apparent, to the Boards of the time

that Management was not adequate to its tasks, did not prepare proper reports

and briefs for the Board, etc, that it became the practices and then the habit,

for the Board to discuss" minutely matters of day to day working, which in any
properly run organization should and would have been left entirely to management.

Habits are not broken easily, and even now - and I here must speak very diplomat

ically, of course, it is evident from time tc time that some well meaning Board

Members seek to involve themselves too deeply in matters which lie firmly within

the responsibility of management. I do not wish +»o labour this point but I

mention it because it is, in fact, important, and it is evidently a situation

which is by no mean3 uncommon, and it was noted in the celebrated Rochdale Report

of 1962 on ohe Major Ports of Britain: the Report observes - "The Committee

system" (that is, of Board control)" is regarded as having given satisfactory

results over the years7 but we think it may contain an inherent weakness in that

it may result in a tendency to confuse policy, which should be the responsibility

of the Board, with operational detail which is the function of the 'Executive",

Before concluding this short address with comments on what we feel tc be

our positive achievements and our plans and hopes for the future, I will mention

one or two more areas of apparent difficulty or restriction and. I do this because

I am sure that the best way to find practical solutions to problem is to define

them clearly, and then examine them, and, incidentally, I would not be surprised

during the course of this conference and the discussions which will take place

to learn that we have many problems - and aspirations and achievements - in

common, and it will be beneficial to discuss these*
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Our Ports Authority is 100 per cent Government owned - that is, it is a

™Tn^ "fUfry' a*d this is a ™w »sual situation. I personally am
proud of "Has fact and this situation and would not wish it to be otherwise,
since I feel that when we do well, we are benefiting the whole community,
and not just a group of faceless shareholders. But we do often find, in
practice, what I might term an ambivalence, or inconsistence in the attitudes
ol people - sometimes members of the Government or civil service, sometimes
business people or members of the general public, When it suits people, they

Sll LH7S ^ ^ mandf ° is t0 Work as a commercial organization, on a commer
cial basis, and produce adequate profits: then, when we say that this is what we
wish and intend to do, and in consequence we propose to take certain courses
oi action, if these proposals seem to be unwelcome we may hear some of the
same people say that we are, in fact, a part of the civil service and we must
not have delusions of grandeur and think that we can have that reasonable free
dom of action which the management of a commercial organisation takes for granted*
We fully accept that since we represent an essential public service and in many
respects occupy a monopoly position, we must accept a substantial measure of
control and accountability, but the dividing line between proper calling to
account, and interference in management, can be a very fine one. In fact, I
suspect that this is one of the fundamental problems which the management of a
large nationalised industry has to deal with in any country, and for the best
results there will need to be patience and readiness for all parties to consider
the viewpoint and problems of the others, and to make reasonable concessions
and compromises.

Another rather related matter is that so far we have not been able to recruit
and retain sufficient highly trained, professionally qualified and able staff in
certain categories. It seems to me that a large, complex organization, as a
Ports Authority is, is somewhat like an army; it is a fact of observation that
the finest soldiers can regularly lose their battles until the leadership is held
by able generals and senior officers. We have, indeed, very fortunately, a number
of very able, qualified and dedicated personnel at every level, bat there are a
number of important gaps in key areas. The fact is that in this country, until
very recently at least, although I hope and believe that attitudes of mind are
now slowly changing, the ablest young men and women sought careers in the pro

fessions or the civil service. Business tended not to be held in too high social
esteem. More recently, as it became evident that the professions and civil
service cannot offer rewarding career opportunities for an unlimited yearly
intake of all the able young people who seek employment, increasing numbers are
taking up employment in the private sector: our observation here is that in the
minds of the ablest young people seeking employment, a public authority such as
ours has seemed to lack the social cachet and security of the civil service on

the one hand or the higher rewards of the private sector on the other. Whilst
for our junior and intermediate grades of staff we seem very competitive, we feel
that we are not yet properly competitive in the service conditions we can offer
for our most senior staff and until we have been able to deal with this, we are
unlikely to be able to operate at that level of efficiency to which we must aspire.
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Meanwhile, we do 'the beat we oan; and we have been pleased "bo see how our

cargo handling rates are improving, and to see the elimination of ship berthing

delays and the faster turnrounds of shipso In a number of ways we see very

encouraging signs and what we. are actively seeking now is more effective means

of measuring and assessing our results., It is an important; half of the story

for a port to achieve substantially faster ship turnrounds; what we are now

seeking is to set up affective statistics in conjunction with control and cost

ing procedures so that management can from day to day take note of any warning

signs which show some unfavourable deviation whxch requires prompt correction:

these procedures must also ensure that departmental managers and supervisors

are continuously aware of progress of work under their control* We must ensure

that good and steadily improving results are at the same time achieved >y the

most economical means: failure to exercise effective control over the resources

we employ mean waste and unnecessary expenditure* In -;his country there is,

understandably, increasing public resentment at continuously rising prices,

and a public authority such as ours tries to set an example and maintain its

charges at a stable level as long as we possibly can* With stable revenues?

our only possibility of improving our financial position is througt. reducing

our expenditures and ii. goes without saying chat reduced expenditure must never

be at the expense of efficiency.* Bub in any large organisation it will be

found that there is surprising scope for reducing slackness and waste-

In the case of our Ports Authority here, we are in a special position in

that for the time being we have, without doubt, excess capacity and we could

handle more ships and cargo than we are handling at present without difficulty.

and without berthing delays arising. We are therefore actively seeking to

attract new business to this port? and a number* of possibilities are receiving

active attention But it would lengthen this address unduly if I commented on

this in detail at this moment,

I believe that the ports industry is one of the most interesting, challenge

ing and worthwhile to work in* It is especially challenging "because major ports

serve international shipping, so that every aspect of the working and costing

will be compared with the results achieved in other countries* 1 am satisfied

that this is how it should beo. Whilst, as a citizen, I may question certain

policies or practices of shipping companies, and especially the rapid rise in

freight rates at the present time, as & port operator I look upon shipping;

companies as being amongst my moct important customers, and, of course, we enjoy

close and cordial relationships with the major lines which serve this port

regularly, as well as those whose vessels call only occasionally. Indeedr I

believe that efficiency requires goodwill, understanding and co-operation between

any organization and its customersj as well as between the owners of the business

and management and employees. As a public authority we readily accept that we

have special responsibilities to our community, and as our dealings are directly,

for the most part, with business organizations, from time to time a meeting i£

arranged between Council and other interested members of the Chamber of Commerce

and of Management of the Authority, so that we can discuss any matters of mutual

interest, exchange ideas and sc on.
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*nH » +1 P°l 1Ch * W°Uld Uke t0 make is oo^ined with a suggestion,
and as this conference is being held under the auspices of the United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa I think it is appropriate if I quote from a
recent publication of theirs on Shipping and Ports. This reads: -As a meeting

aL?f I ^PTt thS P°rt iS a COmplex ^ consisting of a multitude
o l t f i

ofnL?f I * ^PuTt thS P°rt iS a COmplex ^ consisting of a multit
of parts, each of which has its own role to perform in effecting the transfer
of goods from sea to land transport and vice versa. In its complexity even a
relatively small port has a great deal in common with large multi-product in
dustrial undertakings, and a large port has a degree of complexity that is
matched perhaps only by a few of the world's largest integrated companies.
The complexity is at a minimim in the case of commodities such as oil, which
is pumped through pipelines with little manual intervention or use of cargo
handling equipment, as the term is generally understood. The complexity is
at its greatest in the case of liner cargoes which may comprise hundreds of
different packages of manufactured goods shipped for the account of perhaps
an equal number of traders. Some of these packages may be fragile, some may
be adversely affected by heat, or by coldr or by humidity. Many of the goods
may be of high value and provide a temptation for theft, in which case the
risk of pilferage is another adding to the complexity. The same ship, in
addition to these packages, may be carrying material such as lumber, oil in
deep tanks, bagged grain and other products which require quite different
methods of handling.

"If a port was nothing more than a complex organization requiring sound plan
ning and administration, it would not necessarily be of such great interest to
traders and shipowners in all countries engaged in international trade. What addsto
the port s importance is the contribution it makes to the total costs of maritime
transport. The proportion of these costs which are incurred in port is largely
a function of the complexity of the operation required for loading and discharging
the type of ship concerned. In any port the handling of general cargo iB much
more expensive than that of oil or iron ore",

I agree with this statement. Certainly, in the case of Sierra Leone and,
I have no doubt in very many other countries in Africa, (when you exclude the
mines and the electricity industries, which are very specialized) our Ports
Industry is by far the largest and the most complex in the country, and it
includes large marine engineering works as well as a large stores organization.
It is also wholly owned by Government and the people of this country, and it
is directed to operate on commercial lines. Clearly, the first duty of the
Ports Authority is to seek steadily to raise its standards of efficiency as a
port, and noting that because of the pace of technological change, the situation
will always be dynamic and changing and there will thus always be scope and
need for further improvement. The suggestion which I mentioned earlier is as
follows. I have also mentioned that we are short of highly qualified and ex
perienced staff in certain key categories: if we were able to fill these gaps,
and in this respect perhaps relevant international agencies or other technical
assistance programmes might be able to assist for a period, we would then have
within this country a large, diverse and commercially orientated organization
which would - as an important by-product of its main purpose - be able to co
operate with Government and small, medium and even large local businesses by
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lble t^H, y recognizes the importance of
at IrlllTiS V™^—,3** °PP°rtunities for employees of all categories
nlflo ^ ; I St at higher °r m°re 8P^i^i^d levels, scne training
?^ undertaken outside the country, the greatest need is for affeo-

w!1tralnlnS Pr°Sf^s, within the country, and with emphasis at more junior
lv +W°?,Pra° 1Cal Pather than a0ademi0 or theoretical content. We see clear-
elective t"aeiare "^ "V^ ^°^^ young people who would benefit f™
like tolei™ g! °PPOr^'ltles withi« this country, and in this natter we would
of all o^ LZlfV8\~ b? ensurinS that "• «™ ^P to strength at the top levels
»Llll T^ "W'toB™*™** ~ and ^ the same time to help others by, in
S totrndltlOn!3' ^^ " P°ssible for them to have access for a training
period to our various working facilities. However, this is a far-reaching subiect

bute\7TJ- Urth6r 6Xami^ti0« ^t I do stress how much importance we^tri-
to be a iZJSVTT^SemlTSJOr SUitable twining programs. We consider this
to be a gap which needs attention without delay.

hm " remains °aly for me t0 say - °" behalf of everyone who is present here -
the ZitrMT^01^ tMS imPOrta*t and welcome initiative which has ^L

?i lf n3'thrUSh the EC°nOmi0 ^^i ^ Afithat

hich

EC°nOmi0 ^^^i^ ^r Africa. I amica. I am oSKS
of th.\T T v °f ^ greatest Pra=W^l value and I am sure that one
JST1^ ^^f"' WMCh " Wl11 lead t0 Wil1 be the establishmenh that all of us who are concerned with the working of ports

mmunicate readil d ifll

that o

of aJST^ ^^f MCh " Wl11 lead t0 Wil1 be the establishmentof a machinery s0 that all f h are concerned with the working of ports
i^ 1 communicate readily and informally with each other in the future,

we can exchange ideas measure
so ih^ 1 y informally with each other in the fu
so that we can exchange ideas, measure our own progress against the progress

I,0*6'0 f-!n; M * d0 most hea?tily welcome you to this conference
and in the course of it I look forward to showing you over our Port of

aS ach^e^VT SJ °f US ^ natUrally be t0 ™A Very **** ™and achieve as much as possible m the limited time at our disposal, I hope
thatthore will also be a few short periods of leisure and relaxation: we like

lL™v ™oTP^ Kie": l°One ^ Very friemUJr "d hospitable and we are
™™ 27 T r" beau"-rul co™try and its lovely beaches and we hope that
soon more and more tourists will be coming here as well, perhaps, as delegates
to other conferences such as this one. So in addition to our wok progra^e
I hoPe and expect that you will be able to find time for a little sighlseeing,
and to meet some of the people here, and enjoy our hospitality. Ladles and
gentlemen, once again let me say how much we here are delighted to see you and
to assure you that you are most warmly welcome,




